
An Advent Experience
for the Whole Parish!

ANIMA is a 3-part video series about how God enters into our human experience. Produced 
by AHAVA Productions, ANIMA’s beautiful film-making and teaching by Bishop Donald 
Hying (Diocese of Gary) will move hearts and inspire meaningful conversation among 
families and small groups. A 3-week study with a 10-minute episode to watch each week, 
ANIMA’s accompanying discussion guides will help penetrate the beauty and mystery of 
the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, our redemption, and the mission of the Church.

The ANIMA videos and guides can be accessed through FORMED.org. One of the fastest 
growing Catholic programs in thousands of parishes across the country, FORMED is a 
digital content service for both seeker and believer that features audio, video, e-books, and 
feature-length films from trusted Catholic sources, such as the Augustine Institute, Ignatius 
Press, Catholic Answers, and the St. Paul Center for Biblical Theology.

FORMED is available to all parishioners through a parish subscription. An access code is 
given to each parish with a subscription. Parishioners simply input the access code on the 
main page of formed.org to set up their free account. To find out our parish access code, 
consult the parish bulletin or contact the parish office.

God could have saved us in any number of ways, but he chose the hardest way… to set 
aside the glory of his divinity and enter the world as a baby in order to die on the cross 
to redeem us from within our own humanity. May this Advent be a time for our parish to 
meditate deeply on this reality with the help of this parish wide study of ANIMA.

Forgiven is a powerful 3-part series that is sure to move hearts and inspire families 

and friends to have meaningful discussions about God’s love, mercy, and the 

Sacrament of Reconciliation.

A Life-changing 
Study for the 
Whole Parish!
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It not only touches on the head knowledge of Confession but reaches the most 

important part, heart knowledge—knowing how much God loves us. Whoever was 

the cinematic genius who thought of the idea of having each priest recite part of 

the Prayer of Absolution, I want you to know it brought me to tears. This is going 

to be an invaluable resource not only for our parishioners but also for those going 

through RCIA. Well done, Augustine Institute. Well done!

Lisa 

Ridgway, Pennsylvania 

I just watched this video and I am speechless, yet I had to say something, so, 

“Wow!” The best I have ever seen in 50 years of ministry. Non-pious, just real, and 

awesomely personal.

Joel 

Rapid City, South Dakota 

Forgiven can be accessed on FORMED, a revolutionary online platform that 

provides access to the best Catholic audio talks, movies, e-books, and video-

based studies from some of the world’s most credible Catholic sources, such as the 

Augustine Institute, Ignatius Press, Catholic Answers, and more. 

FORMED is available to all parishioners through a parish subscription. Parishioners 

simply input their parish’s Access Code on the main page of formed.org to set up 

their free account. To find out your Access Code, consult your parish bulletin or 

contact the parish office. 

The reviews of Forgiven have been strong.
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